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Resource Library


Essential resources for the digital transformation of your supply chain, and your move toward autonomous supply chain management





Transform Your Supply Chain Into a High Performance Network
If you could simultaneously slash inventory, improve service levels, and speed up your supply chain, how far ahead of the competition would that put you? Catch up on the latest supply chain management strategies and thought leadership with the resources below.





Latest Supply Chain Management Resources



	AI in the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain - A strategy for implementing AI in pharma supply chains that ensures real returns with minimum risk
	Planning with NEO - Turn your supply chain into a competitive advantage. Achieve AI planning, end-to-end visibility and control for all participants on a real-time single version of the truth.
	Pharma N-Tier Supplier Collaboration - How to enable supplier collaboration across all tiers of your supply network
	Pharma Network: Risk, Resilience, and Value - Mitigating risk and enhancing resilience to achieve optimal value with a Pharmaceutical Network

 

	Supplier Collaboration on the Digital Supply Chain Network - Learn how planning synchronized with execution can orchestrate supply response across most variables to deliver the highest customer service levels at the least landed cost.
	Keynote Session: The Value of a Digital Supply Chain Network - Greg Brady and Steven Hoinka of PepsiCo on PepsiCo's field-to-shelf value chain of the future (Gartner 2023)
	CO2 Tracking & Optimization in the Supply Chain How companies can begin tracking, managing and optimizing their emissions across their supply chains
	Keynote Session: The AI-Driven Digital Supply Chain Network™ Explained (MALMS 2022) - Greg Brady on orchestrating complex, mission-critical networks, making informed decisions at scale, and improving end-to-end supply chain processes across military and commercial supply networks.
	How Digital Networks Will Drive the Vehicle Subscription Model - Automotive subscriptions will evolve to be a significant, if not primary, mode of future vehicle ownership. Digital networks will be crucial to this.
	Digitizing Automotive Semiconductor Supply Chains to Optimize Performance - How a real time, collaborative network can help mitigate automotive supply chain disruptions and chip shortages, while positioning you for future continuity, operational readiness, and resilience.
	AI and Supply Chain Problem-Solving - How the Digital Supply Chain Network™ provides a single version of the truth across the entire trading partner network, enabling effective artificial intelligence and autonomous agents.
	How to Improve COGS Horizontally Across the Supply Chain - How to use a demand-driven supply network to drive real financial improvements, reduce the cost of goods sold (COGS), while improving service levels.








Supply Chain Management Resources
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Supply Chain Solutions & Capabilities









The Cold Chain is Hot

Vaccine, medicine and food supply chains need reliable, verifiable cold supply chains, with full monitoring, track-and-trace, chain of custody, and point of origin information across all sites and parties to ensure integrity of supply. This report explains how.

 VIEW NOW

















Optimizing Direct Procurement

How business network platforms enable a new collaborative relationship between manufacturers, their suppliers, co-manufacturers, logistics providers and customers. Operate in real-time to optimize decision making, increase resilience, and unlock enormous business value for all parties.

 VIEW NOW

















What Makes One Network Different?

Discover the unique capabilities of One Network’s NEO Platform, that enable you to connect, transact, and collaborate with all your trading partners in real time, to improve service levels and lower costs for all across the network.

 VIEW NOW


















Integrated Business Planning & Execution

The Integrated Business Planning solution suite provides powerful solutions for Sales & Operations Planning and Execution (S&OP), Business Continuity and Risk Management, and Sustainability.

 VIEW NOW

















One Network's Intelligent Business Platform

A Multi-Party Network Platform for you and your trading partners that boosts service levels and lowers costs for all, using machine learning, network optimization and autonomous supply chain management.

 VIEW NOW

















Multi-Party Master Data Management

Master Data Management challenges are holding many companies back, inhibiting their ability to make effective decisions and their agility. This report explains a strategy that optimizes supply chain network performance, financial health, and resiliency.

 VIEW NOW


















Demand Planning & Replenishment

How to gain competitive advantage in eCommerce, home deliveries and in the store, with Demand Sensing,  Autonomous Forecasting, and more.

 VIEW NOW

















 Multi-Enterprise Inventory Optimization

How One Network’s MEIO solution enables inventory planning and optimization across multiple tiers in the supply network, to improve revenue and customer satisfaction while reducing inventory levels and transportation costs.

 VIEW NOW

















Intelligent Demand

Achieve 30-45% reduction in days of supply inventory and greater than 99% store in stocks. Intelligent Demand uses a single integrated forecast that is enhanced and updated daily based on consumer sales. Benefits include reduced inventory (cost and days of supply), increased on-shelf availability, increased sales, and lower transportation and labor costs.

 VIEW NOW


















Intelligent Supply

Plan, execute and collaborate across your entire multi-tier supply network, including your manufacturers, co-manufacturers, co-packers, component suppliers, raw material suppliers, MRO providers, and carriers. ONE Intelligent Supply improves your service levels while lowering inventory and operational costs.

 VIEW NOW

















Intelligent Logistics

Drive the complete lifecycle of transportation processes with precision, including procurement and contracting, shipment planning, execution and tracking, yard management, appointment scheduling, and financial and claims settlement – all on a single, cloud-based platform.

 VIEW NOW

















One Network's Global Logistics Control Tower

Gain end-to-end visibility, insight and control over your transportation network. Learn how you can achieve 30-50% reduction in premium freight costs, 10-40% reduction in overall annual transportation costs, 2-10% increase in equipment utilization, and 12-50% reduction in manual planning.

 VIEW NOW


















One Network's Logistics Solution

Learn how ONE’s Transportation Management System (TMS) and Intelligent Logistics solution can lower your premium freight costs, increase asset utilization, reduce inventory, and optimize and automate your manual planning and execution processes. 

 VIEW NOW

















A Control Tower for CFOs: Aligning Finance and Supply Chain

Successful CFOs must have a complete and real-time view of the entire business ecosystem. Learn how ONE's control tower for CFOs helps reduce risk, reduce capital requirements, identify investment opportunities, and much more.

 VIEW NOW

















Transforming Restaurant and Food Service with a Digital Network

Learn how a digital network for restaurants and food service companies can deliver higher customer service, fresher food, and at lower cost.

 VIEW NOW


















One Network Restaurant and Food Service Solution

How the One Network solution helps you improve quality, service and profitability with a real-time digital network for all food service partners.

 VIEW NOW

















Using Digital Business Networks to Transform Automotive and Manufacturing

How a digital network breaks down silos, streamlines processes, and enables efficient, customer-driven collaboration across the entire manufacturing and automotive systems.

 VIEW NOW

















One Network Solution for Automotive and Manufacturing

How you can optimize your automotive and manufacturing supply chain, gain a competitive advantage, and unlock enormous value with a business network strategy.


 VIEW NOW


















One Network Solution for Manufacturing

Optimize your supply chain, gain a competitive advantage, with a business network strategy. Learn how you can improve service levels, predict demand, automatically reallocate materials, and more.

 VIEW NOW

















One Network's Autonomous Patient-Driven Supply Networks for Healthcare

How to automate hospital, distributor and suppliers supply chain processes, reduce hospital inventory stockouts to near zero, and reduce network-wide inventory by 10% to 30%.

 VIEW NOW

















One Network Solution for Healthcare

How One Network’s real-time cloud platform lowers supply costs through multi-enterprise autonomous supply chain management. It decreases manual effort in managing supply and inventory while improving supply performance across the entire network. 

 VIEW NOW


















Dock Door Scheduling Solution Brochure

One Network's automated online dock door scheduling solution is a simple and easy way to enjoy a big boost in the efficiency of your supply chain. Allows you full control of your dock doors while allowing partners to schedule 24/7 with ease.

 VIEW NOW

















One Network for Aftermarket Parts for Automotive

The key trends in the aftermarket parts market, the four requirements to meet them, and how One Network's Aftermarket Parts solution provides total visibility, control with AI-enabled support for your supply chain.

 VIEW NOW











 


Supply Chain Analyst Reports









Nucleus Research's Control Tower Value Matrix 2021

Download a complimentary copy of Nucleus Research’s Supply Chain Control Towers Value Matrix for 2021, and learn what control towers are, what they can do to boost visibility and efficiency in your supply chain.

 VIEW NOW

















Nucleus Research's Control Tower Value Matrix 2023

Download the authoritative analyst report on supply chain control towers from Nucleus Research for 2023. Learn the key capabilities of control towers, including: end-to-end visibility, unified planning and execution, and decision making AI assistants, that make One Network a leader for the eighth consecutive year.

 VIEW NOW

















Nucleus Research's Supply Chain Planning Value Matrix 2020

Download a complimentary copy of Nucleus Research’s Supply Chain Planning Value Matrix for 2020. This report explains and evaluates, the top 18 vendor solutions for supply chain planning.

 VIEW NOW


















Nucleus Research's Inventory Optimization Value Matrix 2019

How do inventory optimization solutions stack up? A complimentary report from Nucleus Research tells you what you need to know.

 VIEW NOW

















ChainLink Research: Supply Chain Networks Revealed 2019

New study from ChainLink Research explains the new paradigm in supply chains that is accelerating business growth and performance – and identifies One Network Enterprises as a Leader in this technology space.

 VIEW NOW

















IDC's Marketscape Multi-Enterprise Supply Chain Commerce Network 2018 Vendor Assessment

This report from IDC examines the importance of multi-enterprise supply chain commerce networks, with a comprehensive evaluation of MESCCN leader, One Network Enterprises.

 VIEW NOW












 
 
 


Supply Chain White Papers & Tech Briefs









3 Strategies Every Executive Must Deploy to Remain Competitive

This report explains the urgent new requirements for delivering the highest customer service levels at the least landed cost in today’s challenging environment, and to be positioned to take full advantage of Industry 4.0.

 VIEW NOW

















Digital Twins as Part of Your Planning and Operations Platform

Your digital twin needs to be a sandbox extension of your supply network’s planning and operations platform – one that applies different statistical, ML and AI algorithms along with various workflow options to solve problems. Here’s why.

 VIEW NOW

















Supply Chain Networks: Think Upside Down

You need to stand conventional thinking on its head! The place to start is with the targeted business outcomes you want to achieve – namely delivering the “right product, at the right time, at the right quality, at lowest cost,” and then determine the supply network variables and flows required to achieve that optimal business result. Find out how One Network helps you achieve it.

 VIEW NOW


















Journey with ONE Through Your Supply Network Digital Transformation

How One Network helps you transcend conventional enterprise thinking and realize the full potential of your digital transformation.

 VIEW NOW

















Your Business Operating System Needs a Dual Platform Strategy

Why the single enterprise Business Operating System no longer works. This paper explains the new Network paradigm and how to achieve it quickly and extend your competitive advantage.

 VIEW NOW

















Improving Customer Service Levels

This report explains how new techniques, new processes, artificial intelligence, automation, and advanced technologies can break through performance barriers and deliver improved service, lower inventories and higher revenues.

 VIEW NOW


















How to Achieve Product Traceability Across Your Supply Network

How to track the full chain-of- custody for every item from start to finish, providing visibility across final products, intermediates, and raw materials in real time from their source, across trading partners and to the end consumer.

 VIEW NOW

















Protein & Produce Food Supply Networks

Learn the 16 essential capabilities required to optimize cost, quality, and customer service for the food-related industries, including Grocery, Restaurant, Food Service and all their suppliers, distributors, and food producers.

 VIEW NOW

















How to Save Millions by Eliminating the Need to Re-Implement Your ERP

With major ERP vendors pushing customers to upgrade at huge cost and massive risk, now is the time to look at the alternative that more powerful, cheaper and more flexible.

 VIEW NOW


















Multiparty Network Platforms

Achieve rapid Digital Transformation while enhancing your existing technology systems. In recent years, new hyper-agile business processes have sprung up, with new business models powered by artificial intelligence and real time supply-demand matching.

 VIEW NOW

















NEO, The Intelligent Agent

NEO: The intelligent agent behind the smart, self-learning supply chain. Learn how to apply machine learning technology to optimize and automate your supply chain to near theoretical limits of efficiency.

 VIEW NOW

















The Value of One Network to Suppliers - The Voice of the Customer

One Network customers explain the value of the solution in their own words.

 VIEW NOW


















Real-Time Visibility Across the Automotive Supply Chain

One Network is the leader in control tower technology that drives tremendous operational efficiency improvements. This solution provides end-to-end visibility across your business and your partner network including visibility to on-hand and projected inventory for all suppliers at all tiers in your network.

 VIEW NOW

















How to Choose a Control Tower

Supply chain control towers offer powerful benefits. They provide valuable insight and important analytics that help you manage and optimize the supply chain. Discover the key components a control tower should have so you can derive optimal value from your investment.

 VIEW NOW

















8 Keys to Success with Artificial Intelligence in the Supply Chain

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can offer a huge benefit to supply chain managers, but only if it is based on solid fundamentals that take into account the diverse and dynamic nature of today’s modern supply chains. This report identifies the eight fundamentals that need to be in place in order to achieve the dramatic returns that AI is capable of delivering.

 VIEW NOW


















One Network for CPG and Retail

One Network's solution for CPG/Retail optimizes, automates and tracks execution of the entire inbound and outbound logistics lifecycle, from order to delivery. And it does it across a global, multi-modal, multi-leg network of thousands of transportation providers.

 VIEW NOW

















How Blockchain Can Enhance Food Safety

How Blockchain, combined with a multi-party network, can help secure the food supply chain and mitigate food safety issues. It can also help execute rapid and targeted recalls when necessary.

 VIEW NOW

















Bridge to Blockchain

One Network has designed a multi party business network platform that operates across multiple Blockchain networks combining capabilities with battle hardened network aware autonomous AI agents, machine learning agents, and a modular adaptive development platform.

 VIEW NOW


















A Platform for Defense

This report explains the key capabilities defense organizations need to support their operations and supply chains. It contrasts traditional solutions with the capabilities of a multi-party, multi-echelon, real-time network, and how networks support legacy systems while delivering real-time visibility, collaboration and control for all departments in the defense network. 

 VIEW NOW

















What Every Executive Needs to Know About Control Towers

Why supply chain control towers fail, and why they succeed. Learn the five key elements that a control tower needs to have, if it is to deliver on the promise of real-time visibility, effective optimization and collaboration across all parties and tiers of the supply chain. 

 VIEW NOW

















Top Trends in the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain

The pharmaceutical landscape continues to evolve at a rapid pace, and companies are having to develop ever more sophisticated supply chain processes and strategies in order to deal with ongoing changes in the pharma sector. This report explains the impacts and how you can respond.

 VIEW NOW


















Home and Same-Day Delivery for Retailers

This white paper explains why home delivery and same-day delivery are the new battleground for retailers, and how business network technology helps companies gain market share.

 VIEW NOW

















Why Planning and Execution Are Not Two Different Things

Is there a real business need underlying the separation of planning and execution? Or is it simply a limitation of technology? This report explores a far simpler and more effective way to plan and execute.

 VIEW NOW

















Demand Driven Logistics: Consumer Direct and the Last Mile

How to manage and optimize the direct-to-consumer (D2C) supply chain to better match supply to demand, increase responsiveness, and improve your business resilience. 

 VIEW NOW


















Rethinking the Supply Chain

This short report explores how radically different thinking can deliver vastly superior results. It looks at the  problems with traditional supply chain planning, and explains how to fix them.

 VIEW NOW











 
 


Supply Chain Solution Sheets









Global Logistics Gateway

One Network's Global Logistics Gateway solution is a global "network of networks". It accelerates companies' transitions to digital by connecting them to a vast digital network of trading partners and logistics networks.

 VIEW NOW

















ONE’s Telematics Solution: Real-Time Data, GPS, IOT and More

Real-time data is more important than ever in creating efficient, responsive and resilient supply chains. This solution brief explains how you can boost service levels and performance, with real-time data to optimize and automate your supply chain management.

 VIEW NOW

















Integrated Business Planning & Execution

The Integrated Business Planning solution suite provides powerful solutions for Sales & Operations Planning and Execution (S&OP), Business Continuity and Risk Management, and Sustainability.

 VIEW NOW


















How a Leading Restaurant Company Lowered Costs, Waste and Improved Service, Freshness and Safety

Learn how one leading global fine and casual dining restaurant opted to move beyond spreadsheets and legacy ERP systems, to transform into a digital supply chain.

 VIEW NOW

















Fixing Grocery Retail's 10 Billion Dollar Problem

This report explains a simple solution that dramatically boosts OTIF performance and enables significant benefits for both suppliers and retailers.

 VIEW NOW

















Achieving On-Time In-Full in Grocery Retail

This report studied 1.75 million Retail DC appointments related to shipments controlled by the suppliers. Here’s what we learned about fixing the lack of On-Time, In-Full (OTIF) performance in Grocery Retailing.

 VIEW NOW


















Outbound Fulfillment

One Network’s Outbound Fulfillment is an end-to-end solution for order fulfillment in B2C as well as B2B settings. The solution continuously orchestrates execution for you and your trading partners optimizing for demand/supply priority, inventory positions of the demand sites, available and capable to promise supply, logistics capacity, and air and freight schedules.

 VIEW NOW

















Integrated Inbound

One Network’s Integrated Inbound solution is the only offering that delivers synchronized capabilities across orders, supply chain and logistics in a single solution. The solution dramatically reduces inventory and carrying costs, reduces the logistics premium freight and expedites, and lowers the IT expense.

 VIEW NOW

















Developer Network (DevNet) FAQ

Build, manage, and deploy powerful multi-party supply chain and business applications. This unique development environment and framework enables organizations to quickly customize solution templates, and create entirely new innovative solutions, that run on ONE’s powerful NEO platform. 

 VIEW NOW


















ONE Global Health Network: Resilience for the Healthcare Supply Chain

The new resilience solution from One Network Enterprises that creates an efficient, responsive, and transparent ecosystem for the healthcare supply chain. Learn how hospitals and suppliers can reduce supply shortages and improve supply chain visibility, efficiency, and collaboration.

 VIEW NOW

















Developer Network (DevNet) FAQ

Build, manage, and deploy powerful multi-party supply chain and business applications. This unique development environment and framework enables organizations to quickly customize solution templates, and create entirely new innovative solutions, that run on ONE’s powerful NEO platform. 

 VIEW NOW
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One Network Enterprises (www.onenetwork.com) is not to be confused with the US Navy’s ONE-Net (https://navyonenet.com) OCONUS Enterprise Network.

© 2002-2023 One Network Enterprises. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy 
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